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Abstract
SENSING OF NUCLEI AVAILABLE IN LITTLE QUANTITIES BY MEANS OF LASER
SPECTROSCOPY OF HYPERFINE STRUCTURE FOR ISOTOPES:
NEW THEORETICAL SCHEME (U ,Hg)

A. V. Glushkov, O. Yu. Khetselius, E. P. Gurnitskaya, T. A. Florko
It is presented the the effective theoretical scheme with possibility of advancing corresponding
nuclear technology for sensing different parameters for nuclei available in the little quantitites. It is
based on the experimental receiving the isotope beams on the CERN ISOLDE type apparatus and
the precised theoretical and laser spectroscopy empirical estimating the hyperfine structure parameters, magnetic and electric moments of a nuclei of isotopes. As example the nuclei of 235U and 201Hg
are considered.
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Àíîòàö³ÿ
ÄÅÒÅÊÒÓÂÀÍÍß ßÄÅÐ ÄÎÑÒÓÏÍÈÕ Ó ÌÀËÈÕ Ê²ËÜÊÎÑÒßÕ ÌÅÒÎÄÀÌÈ ËÀÇÅÐÍÎ¯
ÑÏÅÊÒÐÎÑÊÎÏ²¯ ÏÎÍÀÄÒÎÍÊÎ² ÑÒÐÓÊÒÓÐÈ ²ÇÎÒÎÏ²Â:
ÍÎÂÀ ÒÅÎÐÅÒÈ×ÍÀ ÑÕÅÌÀ (U, Hg)

Î. Â. Ãëóøêîâ, Î. Þ. Õåöåëiyñ, Î. Ï. Ãóðíèöüêà, Ò. Î. Ôëîðêî
Ðîçãëÿíóòà åôåêòèâíà òåîðåòè÷íà ñõåìà ç ìîæëèâîñòþ óäîñêîíàëåííÿ â³äïîâ³äíî¿ ÿäåðíî¿ òåõíîëîã³¿ äåòåêòóâàííÿ ïàðàìåòð³â ÿäåð, äîñòóïíèõ ó ìàëèõ ê³ëüêîñòÿõ. Ìåòîäèêà áàçóºòüñÿ íà åêñïåðèìåíòàëüíîìó îòðèìàíí³ ïó÷ê³â àòîì³â ³çîòîï³â íà óñòàíîâêàõ òèïó CERN
ISOLDE ³ òåîðåòè÷í³é òà åìï³ð³÷í³é îö³íö³ ïàðàìåòð³â ïîíàäòîíêî¿ ñòðóêòóðè, åëåêòðè÷íîãî òà ìàãí³òíîãî ìîìåíò³â ÿäåð ³çîòîï³â. ßê ïðèêëàä ðîçãëÿíóò³ ÿäðà 235U òà 201Hg.
Êëþ÷îâ³ ñëîâà: äåòåêòóâàííÿ, ëàçåðíà òåõíîëîã³ÿ, òåîð³ÿ ïîíàäòîíêî¿ ñòðóêòóðè, ÿäåðí³
ïàðàìåòðè
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Àííîòàöèÿ
ÄÅÒÅÊÒÐÎÂÀÍÈÅ ßÄÅÐ ÄÎÑÒÓÏÍÛÕ Â ÌÀËÛÕ ÊÎËÈ×ÅÑÒÂÀÕ ÌÅÒÎÄÀÌÈ ËÀÇÅÐÍÎÉ
ÑÏÅÊÒÐÎÑÊÎÏÈÈ ÑÂÅÐÕÒÎÍÊÎÉ ÑÒÐÓÊÒÓÐÛ ÈÇÎÒÎÏÎÂ:
ÍÎÂÀß ÒÅÎÐÅÒÈ×ÅÑÊÀß ÑÕÅÌÀ (U, Hg)

À. Â. Ãëóøêîâ, Î. Þ. Õåöåëèyñ, Å. Ï. Ãóðíèöêàÿ, Ò. À. Ôëîðêî
Ðàññìîòðåíà ýôôåêòèâíàÿ òåîðåòè÷åñêàÿ ñõåìà ñ âîçìîæíîñòüþ óñîâåðøåíñòâîâàíèÿ
ñîîòâåòñòâóþùåé ÿäåðíîé òåõíîëîãèè äåòåêòèðîâàíèÿ ïàðàìåòðîâ ÿäåð, äîñòóïíûõ â ìàëûõ
êîëè÷åñòâàõ. Ìåòîäèêà áàçèðóåòñÿ íà ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíîì ïîëó÷åíèè ïó÷êîâ àòîìîâ èçîòîïîâ íà óñòàíîâêàõ òèïà CERN ISOLDE è ïðåöèçèîííîé òåîðåòè÷åñêîé è ýêñïåðèìåíòàëüíîé (ìåòîäàìè ëàçåðíîé ñïåêòðîêîïèè) îöåíêå ïàðàìåòðîâ ñâåðõòîíêîé ñòðóêòóðû, ýëåêòðè÷åñêîãî è ìàãíèòíîãî ìîìåíòîâ ÿäåð èçîòîïîâ. Â êà÷åñòâå èëëþñòðàöèè ðàññìîòðåíû
ÿäðà 235U è 201Hg.
Êëþ÷åâûå ñëîâà: äåòåêòèðîâàíèå, ëàçåðíàÿ òåõíîëîãèÿ, òåîðèÿ ñâåðõòîíêîé ñòðóêòóðû,
ÿäåðíûå ïàðàìåòðû
Developing the effective nuclear schems and
technologies for sensing different nuclear properties, creation of the corresponding nuclear sensors is of a great importance in the modern nuclear
physics and sensor science [1-3]. Among the most
important problems one could mention the studying of nuclei, which are available in the little quantities (radioactive nuclei far of the stability boundary), search of the superdence nuclei and its sensing,
laser governing by parameters of the proton and
other beams and sensing their characteristics etc.
Such possibilities are provided by the modern laser methods and technologies [1-5]. An actual task
here is developing the effective coresponding theoretical schemes and technical realization of sensing
technologies on their basis. The high sensibility and
resolution ability of laser spectroscopy methods allows investigating the characteristics of nuclei available in the little quantities. As an example one can
mention the CERN technical device for studying
the short-tlived nuclei which are obtained on the
mass-separator in the line with synchrocyclotrone
on 600 MeV (ISOLDE apparatus [1]). The shocking results have been obtained in studying of the
odd neutron-deficited non-stable isotopes of 182190
Hg. The intensity of the ion beams of these isotopes with life tiome 1-60 min was 107-109 ions/s.
Under excitation of fluorescence by dye pulsed laser radiation the second harmonics of radiation was
tuning to region of 2537A and the measurement of
the hyperfine structure for this line of Hg was carried out during 1-2 min disposing about 108 of the
mercury isotop atoms. During transition from micleus 186Hg to nucleus 185Hg it has been discovered
the sharp changing of the middle square of the nu-

clear radius which is interpreted as sharp changing
of the nuclear form (increasing of non-soherity and
electic quadrupole moment) during decresing the
neutrons number. In this paper it is presented the
the effective theoretical scheme with possibility of
advancing corresponding nuclear technology for
sensing different parameters for nuclei available in
the little quantitites. It is based on the experimental
receiving the isotope beams on the CERN ISOLDE type apparatus (see detailed description in refs.
[1,3,4]) and the precised theoretical and laser spectroscopy empirical estimating the hyperfine structure parameters, magnetic and electric moments of
a nuclei of isotopes. As example the nuclei of 235U
and 201Hg are considered. We carried out sensing
and estimating the hyperfine structure parameters,
magnetic and electric moments of a nucleus for 235U
and 201Hg . Theory of the hyperfine structure cslculation is based on developed earlier gauge-invariant
QED PT with an account of correlation (interelectron interaction corrections), nuclear and QED
effects. Besides, special task regarding estimating
the oscillator strengths for new induced electric dipole transitions in spectra of 201Hg is considered. It
is well known that a change of nuclear spin under
changing the neutrons number in a nucleus can influence on the selection rules. As result, the atoms
of some isotopes can have the spectral lines, which
are forbidden for other isotopes. They can be used
for search and sensing the superdence nuclei.
Regarding calculating the hyperfine structure
(HFS) parameters and nuclear quadrupole moments one could mention as follows. This task is
of a great importance as it is provided by necessity
of infromation ragrding these properties for creat9
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ing nuclear sensors and new nuclear technologies
and also further developing the modern as atomic
and as nuclear theories. From the other side, a great
progress in experiments has been achieved [1-4].
Recent accurate measurements of the HFS parameters for a whole number of heavy isotopes [4] not
only provide the possibility for testing the quantum
electrodynamics (QED) in strong fields, but also
sensing the hyperfine structure parameters of spectra for heavy atomic systems, electric charge and
magnetic moment distributions inside the nucleus
[5-10,20,21]. Theoretical calculations fulfilled during the last several years apart from the basis Fermi-Breit relativistic contributions also include the
magnetic dipole moment distribution inside the
nucleus (Bohr-Weisskopf effect) and radiative QED
corrections (e.g. [1-14,16-19]). These corrections
are calculated in the “external field” approximation, where the nucleus is considered as a source of
an external filed for the electron [5]. In calculations
of the heavy ions the well known multi-configuration (MC) Dirac-Fock (DF) approach is widely
used (e.g.[1,2,5]). More effective method, based
on the QED perturbation theory (PT) [12-14], has
been developed in the series of papers [8-10,16-19].
It accounts for the relativistic, correlation effects,
based on the QED qauge-invariant PT [12-14] and
new effective procedures for accounting the nuclear
and radiative corrections in the hyperfine structure
calculation.
Let us describe the key moments of the theoretical scheme. Full details of the whole method of
calculating the HFS constants can be found in [810,14,16-19]. The wave electron functions zeroth
basis is found from the Dirac equation solution with
potential, which includes the core ab initio potential, electric, polarization potentials of nucleus (the
gaussian form for charge distribution in the nucleus
is used). All correlation corrections of the second
and high orders of PT (electrons screening, particle-hole interaction etc.) are accounted for [6,7].
We set the charge distribution in the nucleus by the
Gaussian function:

(

ρ (r R ) = 4γ 3 2

)

π exp (−γr 2 ) .

Here γ = 4 πR ; R is an effective nucleus radius,
for which the standard Z-dependence is accepted
[8]. As it has been shown in many papers (e.g.
[1-5,7,11] and refs there), the models with the Fermi
and Gauss charge distribution in a nucleus are most
widespread and more correct in comparison with
2
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the model of homogeneous ball charge distribution.
For example, let us mention that a difference in
values of the spectra levels energies is about several
cm-1 [1,3,4,8,16]. The most advanced model must
be based on the direct solving of the corresponding
nuclear task. One could mention different versions
of the shell model with the Woods-Saxon-type and
spin-orbit potentials (e.g. refs.[13,17-19]).
Further let us suppose that the point-like nucleus
posseses by some central potential W(R). The transition to potential of the finite nucleus is realized by
substituition W(r) on
r

∞

0

r

W (r R ) = W (r )∫ dr r 2ρ (r R )+ ∫ dr r 2W (r )ρ (r R ).
In our case the Coulomb potential for spherically symmetric density ρ (r R ) is:
r

( )

∞

( )

Vnucl (r R ) = − ((1 r )∫ dr ' r '2ρ r ' R + ∫ dr ' r 'ρ r ' R .
0

r

Further one can write the Dirac-Fock -like
equations for a multi-electron system {core-nlj}.
Formally they fall into one-electron Dirac equations for the orbitals nlj with potential: V(r)=2V(r|c
ore)+V(r|nlj)+Vex+V(r|R). It includes the electrical
and polarization potentials of a nucleus. The part
Vex accounts for exchange inter-electron interaction. The exchange effects are accounted for in
the first two PT orders by the total inter-electron
interaction [6,7]. The core electron density is defined by iteration algorithm within QED procedure
[12]. The radiative QED (the self-energy part of the
Lamb shift and the vacuum polarization contribtuion) are accounted for within the QED formalism
[8,18]. The HFS constants are defined by the radial
integrals (c.f.[8,15]):
A={[(4,32587)10-4Z2χgI]/(4χ2-1)}×
∞

2
2
× ∫ drr F (r )G (r )U (1/ r , R ),
0

B={7.2878 10-7 Z3Q/[(4χ2-1)I(I-1)} ×
∞

2
2
2
2
× ∫ drr [ F (r ) + G (r )U (1/ r , R ) .
0

Here I is a spin of nucleus, gI is the Lande factor, Q is a quadruple momentum of nucleus; radial
integrals are calculated in the Coulomb units (=3,57
1020Z2m-2; = 6,174 1030Z3m-3). Radial parts F and G
of two components of the Dirac function for electron, which moves in the potential V(r,R)+U(r,R),
are defined by solution of the Dirac equations (PT
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zeroth order). The electric quadrupole spectroscopic HFS constant B of an atomic state related to the
electric field gradient q and to electric quadrupole
moment eQ of the nucleus as: B=eqQ/h. So, to obtain the corresponding value of Q one must combine
the HFS constants data with the electric field gradient obtained in our approach from the QED PT
calculation. We carried out estimating the hyperfine
structure parameters, magnetic and electric moments of a nucleus for 235U and 201Hg. In table 1 we
present the values of the HFS constants for the 201Hg
together with available experimental results [21].
Table 1
The HFS constants (cm-1 ) for the 201Hg (1S0)
(nuclear spin 3/2)
HFS
constants
A
A
B

Electron
Term
6 3P2
6 3D3
6 3D3

Recommended
[22]
0,3024
–0,0817

Present
0,2902
–0,0795
0,0019

Further we consider the induced electric transitions in spectra of 201Hg. As it indicated above, a
change of nuclear spin under changing the neutrons
number in a nucleus can influence on the selection
rules. As result, the atoms of some isotopes can have
the spectral lines, which are forbidden for other isotopes. If nuclear spin makes possible the non-zeroth
angle momentum of atom then the electron-nuclear
interaction ca induce electrically dipole transitions
for a case J=0 → J’=0. The forbidden line 2270 A
(6 3P2 → 6 1S0 ) and 2656 A (6 3P0 → 6 1S0 ) in the
even isotope 201Hg are the classical manifestations
of this effect. Let us note that Zel’dovich and Sobelman (eg. [20]) proposed to use this effect for selective excitation of the odd and even isotopes of Hg,
Sr, Ba, Zn, Cd. We at first carried out the estimating
the oscillator strength gf for the transition 6 3P →
6 1S , using the QED energy approach (eg.[12,14,1618]). Our result is gf= 0,001.
Another object of studying is the HFS of spectral line 5915,3 A of the transition f3ds2 5L6 →
f3dsp 7M7 for uranium 235U. This line is corrersponding to permitted transition from the ground state
into one from many excited states. The cited transition is often used for isotopically selected excitation
of the uranium atoms for industrial isotopes and
nuclear isomers separation. In table 2 we present
the values of the HFS constants, magnetic dipole
moment μ and electric quadrupole moment Q for
the 235U nucleus, obtained experimentally and theoretically (MCDF method) [21].

Table 2
The HFS constants, magnetic dipole moment μ and
electric quadrupole moment Q for the 235U nucleus
HFS constants
(cm-1),
Experiment
Moments
J=6, -A6
0,00125
J=6, -B6
0,1185
J=7, A7
0,00464
J=7, B7
0,05588
–μ/μN
0,315
Q (10-24cm2)
6, 398

Theory
MCDF

Present
QED PT

0,001
–
0,0038
–
0,289
–

0,00118
0,1138
0,00437
0,05370
0,305
6,201

The key quantitative factor of agreement between
theory and experiment is connected with the correct
accounting for the interelectron correlations, finite
size niclear, Breit and QED radiative corrections
[5-14]. The well-known MCDF [3,4,20] method is
not gauge-invariant one and an accounting of multi-electron correlations is not fully fulfilled, though,
for example, in ref. [7] it was used the gauge-invariant local DF version in calculating the N-like ion of
Bi. The contribution of the nuclear core-polarization effects and also the high order QED corrections can correspond the difference between theory
and experiment for the nuclear moments. In conclusion let us note that we have considered and used
an effective theoretical scheme for estimating the
hyperfine structure parameters, magnetic and electric moments of a nucleus for 235U and 201Hg and
reached sufficiently high accuracy. Further such
theoretical estimates should be used in interpretation of the laser spectoscopy method measurement
of isotope atoms spectra. In their turn the corresponding atomic beams are obtained on the massseparator in the line with synchrocyclotrone on 600
MeV. The CERN ISOLDE apparatus is example of
necessary technical devices needed for studying the
short-lived, radioactive and little-quantited nuclei.
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